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time I gave an illustration about the size of the universe and mentioned

this that light comes from the sun in 8 minutes and I said there are

stars so far away that it takes 100 years for light to come here from

them which it took 8 minutes to come from the sun. After I finished a

man came up to me and said, While you were speaking there were in your
audience 8 members of the Wasthington Naval Observatory. He said, You

could have made your igures larger, because actually there are stars

so far away it would take 1000 years for the light to come. I was glad
he said my illustration could have been stronger than to have found

that I had gone beyond the facts in my illustration! But I think I

would have omitted the astronomical observation if I had realized the

distinguished astronomers who were in the congregation that morning.
That gives us an idea of the tremendous size, the unirnaginab1e

size of this universe that God has creation. In creating a universe

as large as that you would certainly think that it would be made of

big blocks, great tremendous blocks put t$ø$ together with little

variety in between the blocks. But when I was in college I took a

course in botony, and I read the statement that in every leaf there are

little appèrfitures called s taLLl-(1)-- These apfrratures permit the

leaf to take in and let out ±1 hd water into the leaf.

They are so small it requires a microscope to

Someone asked the question, Can a molocule of water get through such a

tiny $frøz' apperture? The answer that was given was that that tiny

microscopic appeture would look just as large to a molocule, as an

opening four miles wide would look to a human being! I never measured

that but it's what the book said, and it gives an idea of the tremendous

intricacies of the tinyest things that God has made. I have heard it

said that a tiny bacteria, so small that it takes a microscope to see

it, has within it enough knowledge of process and particular chemical

processes, etc. to fill, if it was written out, a complete edition of

the encyclopedia Britannica. Tremendous the intricacies of this

universe that God has made, and how tremendous its size. It's absolutely

beyond man's imagination.
But the most wonderful part of the universe God has made is the

human body. The intricacies of the human body, the marvel of it, is

absolutely beyond immagination. There are those who think it came

into existence purely by accident, by a foftuitious concourse of

circumstances it was built up this machine. There was a professorfrom
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